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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on improving the accuracy of UC-KSample, which
has random sampling characteristics in stream data and at the same time supports high
uniformity confidence. To do this, we propose Stratified UC-KSample (S-UCKSample
in short) by applying UC-KSample to stratified sampling. In this process, we need to
support two features: (1) constant sampling rate and (2) constant uniformity confidence.
If we simply apply UC-KSample to stratified sampling, the constant sampling rate is
satisfied, but the constant uniformity confidence is not satisfied. We call this an unstable
uniformity confidence problem and present the concept of window restart to solve the
problem. The window restart makes all substreams create new windows if the uniformity
confidence of any substream exceeds the given threshold. Using this window restart, we
can always maintain the uniformity confidence above the given threshold. Experimental
results show that the proposed S-UCKSample improves the accuracy more than 10 times
compared with the basic UC-KSample.
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1. Introduction. It is very expensive to process a huge volume of continuous stream
data in real time [1, 2, 3]. Thus, it is effective to extract and use samples that well
reflect the characteristics and patterns of the data stream [4, 5]. The sampling technique
used in such a streaming environment is divided into (1) fixed sample size and (2) fixed
sampling rate methods according to how to specify the sample amount [6]. In the data
stream environment, it is more effective to use the fixed sampling rate at which the
amount of samples varies depending on the amount of the input stream. Therefore, in
this paper, we focus on improving the accuracy of UC-KSample [7, 8], which has random
sampling characteristics among fixed sampling rate methods and supports high uniformity
confidence.

In this paper, we apply UC-KSample to stratified sampling [9] to improve the accuracy
of random sampling in the stream environment. UC-KSample is a random sampling
method that maintains the uniformity confidence [10] always over the given threshold
while keeping the sampling rate constant in the stream environment. Stratified sampling
divides a population into non-duplicated multiple layers and extracts subsamples from
each layer so as to provide more accurate samples than single sampling [9]. Thus, we try
to apply UC-KSample, which provides high uniformity confidence, to stratified sampling
to achieve high sampling accuracy. In the process of applying UC-KSample to stratified
sampling, we need to support two features, (1) constant sampling rate and (2) constant
uniformity confidence, also in stratified sampling. Based on this observation, in this paper,
we propose Stratified UC-KSample (S-UCKSample in short) with improved accuracy by
extending UC-KSample while satisfying these two features.
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If we apply UC-KSample to stratified sampling as it is, the constant sampling rate
is easily satisfied but the constant uniformity confidence is not satisfied. Applying UC-
KSample to stratified sampling, we divide the whole stream into multiple substreams and
extract subsamples from UC-KSample in each substream. At this time, if we extract each
subsample at a given sampling rate p, we can also maintain the sampling rate of the entire
sample, which is the sum of the subsamples, at p or more, and therefore, we can satisfy
the feature of constant sampling rate. On the other hand, even though the uniformity
confidence of subsamples is higher than the given threshold (ϵ), the uniformity confidence
of the entire sample may be lower than or equal to the threshold. In this paper, we call
this an unstable uniformity confidence problem.

The unstable uniformity confidence problem is due to that there is no criterion for
all substreams to create windows at the same time. Thus, in S-UCKSample, we apply
the concept of window restart to UC-windows of UC-KSample [7, 8]. More specifically,
for each substream, we use a UC-window to keep its uniformity confidence above the
given threshold at all times, but if any substream starts a new window, we restart new
windows for all substreams to keep the uniformity confidence of the entire stream above
the threshold. In S-UCKSample, if the input stream length of a substream exceeds the
window size, all substreams generate new windows and perform sampling, so we can
keep not only the uniformity confidence of all the subsamples but also that of the entire
sample above the threshold. Experimental results show that the accuracy of the proposed
S-UCKSample is 10 times higher than that of the existing UC-KSample.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work on
uniformity confidence and UC-KSample. Section 3 presents the proposed S-UCKSample
and its formal algorithm. Section 4 shows the results of experimental evaluation. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work. Stratified sampling is a well-known sampling method of dividing a
population into non-overlapping multiple layers and then extracting samples from each
layer [9]. Since stratified sampling extracts subsamples from each layer to construct the
entire sample, it has the advantages of providing higher sample accuracy than random
sampling. Figure 1 shows a straightforward application of stratified sampling to the
stream environment [11]. As shown in the figure, we first divide an input stream into
multiple substreams, then extract samples in each substream, and finally construct an
entire sample from those subsamples. Since stratified sampling is more accurate than
random sampling, how to efficiently and correctly apply stratified sampling to the stream
environment is an important research topic.

Figure 1. Example of applying stratified sampling to the stream environment

UC-KSample [7, 8] is a random sampling method that keeps the sampling rate for
the input stream constant and maintains the uniformity confidence [10] above the given
threshold. The UC-KSample has two key features: (1) constant sampling rate and (2)
constant uniformity confidence. The constant sampling rate is to dynamically increase the
sample size so that the sample size remains above (p × 100)% of the stream length. The
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constant uniformity confidence is to ensure that the uniformity confidence of a current
sample is always above the user-given threshold (ϵ). Here, the uniformity confidence is an
important accuracy measure of a sampling algorithm, which represents how many cases
are considered in the sampling process, and it is calculated as Equation (1) [10].

UC =
# of sample cases to be generated by a specific algorithm

# of all possible sample cases to be statistically generated
× 100(%). (1)

However, as the sample size increases dynamically during sampling, the uniformity
confidence gradually decreases as the sampling range increases. Thus, in UC-KSample
[7, 8], we introduce the concept of UC-windows and use these UC-windows so as to keep
the uniformity confidence always above the given threshold. That is, we calculate the
window size which keeps the uniformity confidence above the threshold in advance, and
we divide the input stream window units to perform sampling. Equation (2) represents
this window size calculation method, and please refer to [8] for the detailed description.

ϵ ≤
∑⌈kp⌉

x=max{0,(⌈kp⌉+1)−m}
(

k
x

)(
m

⌈kp⌉+1−x

)(
k+m

⌈kp⌉+1

) × 100. (2)

Figure 2 shows the algorithm of UC-KSample [8]. The inputs are the sampling ratio p,
the input stream stream, and the threshold ϵ, and UC-KSample starts the sampling with
reservoir, an empty sample list. First, we calculate the UC-window size w satisfying the
given threshold ϵ by Equation (2) (Line 2). If the length sLength of the current stream is
1 or the stream length wLength entered in the current window is larger than the window
size w, we store the generated samples in the secondary storage, and create a new window
to start sampling again (Lines 5 to 7). In Line 8, when a data stream element arrives, we
generate a random value rand for each element. If the current sample size is smaller than
(p×wLength), we increase the sample size by one to maintain the fixed sampling ratio p,
and add the current incoming element to the sample along with the random value (Lines
9 to 11). On the other hand, if the current sample size is not larger than (p×wLength),
we compare the random value of the current element with the element having the smallest
random value in the sample list to check whether we replace the smallest one with the

Figure 2. UC-KSample algorithm
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current one (Lines 13 to 15). We repeat this process until the stream input ends or the
user stops sampling (Lines 3 to 15).

3. S-UCKSample: Stratified UC-KSample.

3.1. Requirement analysis. As shown in Figure 3, S-UCKSample samples each sub-
stream with UC-KSample and generates a whole sample by integrating those subsamples.
At this time, S-UCKSample should also support two main features, constant sampling
rate and constant uniformity confidence, as in UC-KSample. That is, it should maintain
the given sampling rate p and uniformity confidence threshold ϵ for an entire sample as
well as for each subsample.

Figure 3. UC-KSample algorithm

First, if we apply the sampling rate p to the stratified sampling, the size of each sub-
sample should be (p × 100)% of the corresponding substream, and the entire sample size
should also be at least (p × 100)% of the original entire stream. Since we sample each
substream by UC-KSample, the size of the subsample maintains at least (p × 100)% of
the substream. Here, the total sample is the sum of all subsamples, so its sample size
also holds at least (p × 100)% of the entire stream. Thus, S-UCKSample maintains the
constant sampling rate.

Next, for the constant uniformity confidence, we need to keep the uniformity confidence
of an entire sample as well as all subsamples to be above a given threshold (ϵ). In S-
UCKSample, we sample each substream by UC-KSample, so we can naturally keep the
uniformity confidence of each subsample above the threshold. However, since the data
input rate of each substream is different and the window is generated at a different time
point for each substream, there is a problem that the uniformity confidence of the entire
sample cannot be maintained above the threshold for all the time points. In this paper,
we call this an unstable uniformity confidence problem and present the concept of window
restart to solve this problem. To do this, we first calculate the window size that keeps the
uniformity confidence of each substream above the given threshold. Then, if the current
length of any substream exceeds the window size, all substreams create new windows by
the window restart. If any of the substreams has the uniformity confidence below the
threshold, all the substreams restart sampling in the new window, so the entire sample
can also keep the uniformity confidence above the threshold.

3.2. S-UCKSample algorithm. Figure 4 shows the operation procedure of S-UCKSam-
ple. Since the entire sample of S-UCKSample consists of several subsamples, we create the
windows considering all substreams and generate the slots considering each substream.
Therefore, in Figure 4, Steps (3), (4), and (5) proceed to the entire stream, and Steps (6),
(7), and (8) proceed to each substream.

Figure 5 shows the proposed algorithm of S-UCKSample. The inputs of S-UCKSample
are sampling rate p, stream S, and threshold of uniformity confidence ϵ, and it starts
sampling with an empty queue r. First, we calculate the maximum window size w that
satisfies the given threshold ϵ by Equation (2) (Line 1). Next, for each data stream
element s, we check whether or not the substream Si belongs to the whole stream S,
and if so, we perform the initialization for S (Lines 3-5). Then, we compare the window
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Figure 4. Operation procedure of S-UCKSample

Figure 5. S-UCKSample algorithm

size with the data length entered in the corresponding substream (Line 7). If the input
data length exceeds the window size, we store the entire sample in the secondary storage,
create a new window, and perform sampling by UC-KSample (Lines 7-11). Otherwise,
we just proceed sampling to the corresponding substream by UC-KSample (Line 11). We
repeat this process until the stream input ends or the user stops sampling (Lines 2-11).

4. Experimental Evaluation. In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the proposed
S-UCKSample and the existing UC-KSample. Experimental data is nuclear power plant
meteorological data of about one million elements, which are collected from five nuclear
power plants [12]. Each data element consists of five real number values: temperature,
humidity, rainfall, wind speed, and wind direction. Nuclear power plant meteorological
data is suitable for stratified sampling experiments because it is composed of multiple
substreams of different properties. Since this data is numerical data, we use z-statistics
[13] to measure the similarity between the sample and the population. The hardware
platform is an HP workstation equipped with Intel i7 3.60GHz CPU and 8.0GB RAM,
and the software platform is the Ubuntu 16.04 operating system.

Figure 6 shows the absolute values of z-statistics by changing the uniformity confidence
threshold ϵ to 0.650, 0.675, and 0.700, respectively, with a fixed sampling rate p = 0.01. In
the figure, z-statistic values of both S-UCKSample and UC-KSample are all 0.12 or less,
which means that their samples are very similar to the population. However, z-statistic
values of S-UCKSample are less than 0.002, which is average 11.5 times lower than those
of UC-KSample. It means that the proposed S-UCKSample produces much more accurate
samples compared to UC-KSample by using the stratified sampling strategy. In summary
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Figure 6. Experimental results of z-statistics with p = 0.01 and different ϵ

Figure 7. Experimental results of z-statistics with ϵ = 0.7 and different p

of Figure 6, both algorithms produce the samples very similar to the population, but
S-UCKSample is much more accurate than UC-KSample.

Figure 7 shows the z-statistics results by changing the sampling rate p to 0.01, 0.05,
and 0.10, respectively, with a fixed uniformity confidence threshold ϵ = 0.7. Similar
to Figure 6, z-statistic values of both algorithms are all 0.01 or less, so their resulting
samples are very similar to the population. Especially, we note that S-UCKSample is
much superior to UC-KSample in all cases, and its z-statistics is about 12.2 times lower
than that of UC-KSample. As in Figure 6, this is because the proposed S-UCKSample
uses the stratified sampling technique while UC-KSample does not. In summary of Fig-
ure 7, UC-KSample as well as S-UCKSample provide the samples relatively similar to
the population, but S-UCKSample outperforms UC-KSample by an order of magnitude
in sampling accuracy.

5. Conclusions. In this paper, we proposed the S-UCKSample (Stratified UC-KSample)
algorithm which improved the accuracy of UC-KSample in the stream environment. In
order to apply UC-KSample to stratified sampling, we first performed the requirement
analysis for applying the constant sampling rate and constant uniformity confidence,
which were two key features of UC-KSample, to the stratified sampling. We next derived
an unstable uniformity confidence problem which occurred when we directly applied the
constant uniformity confidence to stratified sampling. To solve this unstable problem,
we then presented the concept of window restart. Using the window restart we finally
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proposed S-UCKSample that improved the sampling accuracy of UC-KSample. We em-
pirically showed that the proposed S-UCKSample improved the accuracy more than 10
times compared with the existing UC-KSample. As future work, we focus on improving
the uniformity confidence of other sampling algorithms such as hash sampling and priority
sampling.
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